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The Unix philosophy, originated by Ken Thompson, is a set of cultural norms and philosophical approaches to
minimalist, modular software development.It is based on the experience of leading developers of the Unix
operating system.Early Unix developers were important in bringing the concepts of modularity and reusability
into software engineering practice, spawning a "software tools" movement.
Unix philosophy - Wikipedia
Artificial intelligence has close connections with philosophy because both share several concepts and these
include intelligence, action, consciousness, epistemology, and even free will. Furthermore, the technology is
concerned with the creation of artificial animals or artificial people (or, at least, artificial creatures) so the
discipline is of considerable interest to philosophers.
Philosophy of artificial intelligence - Wikipedia
Materialism is the philosophical belief that the world is made of material, and that there are no other types of
entity (things). Everything is composed of material. Things that are not made of material, such as
consciousness, are the result of actions by material. In other words, matter is the only real substance.
Materialism - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Thanks for this post Jon, I only just stubble on it and will not mind a pdf copy of the file if okay with you. It
gladdens the heart to read about someone who cares about love and truth â€“ a rare value indeed most
especially when considering leadership philosophy.
How to Develop a Leadership Philosophy? - Thin Difference
The Argentian pianist Martha Argerich is known for her explosive musical temperament and staggering
technique. She has over her career produced many recordings, made in studios and live concerts. Recently,
a surreptitiously made MP3 of a Carnegie Hall recital by Argerich came into my eager hands.
Denis Dutton - philosophy / criticism / aesthetics
It has sometimes been suggested that quantum phenomena exhibit a characteristic holism or nonseparability,
and that this distinguishes quantum from classical physics.
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